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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February , 1957

A deaf mute who has not yet
heard col the word "quit" strolled
into Murray this morning marking up the 6972nd city which he
has visited since 1928. The year
1928 stands out in his memory
because it was in that year that
he set his sights on travelling one
million miles.
Thus far he nas travelled 895,900 miles toward his goal. Ralph
Kennedy Bradford who was born
deaf, says that he will stay in
Murray about a week working
at odd jobs to pay his way.
At the end of his million miles
of travel he plans to come to a
halt long enough to write a book
entitled "How a Deaf Mute Finds
Things With the Hearing People."
As if being born deaf was not
enough, Bradford was stricken
with polio When he was two
years old. His home was destroyed in the Ohio River flood of
1913 and Ralph and his family
moved to Indianapolis. He finished school at the Indiana School
for , the Deaf in 1922.
lit spite of the difficulties under which he labored, fate was
to strike him two more cruel
blows. He was in si..bus accident
and wears a back brace to this
Although fate dealt him several blows, the courage of Ralph Kennedy
Bradford has carried him
day, and in 1951, he was Siruck
almost to the end of his Million mile goal. Murray is the 6972nd city
by a train.
he has v
When he started his pilgrimage.
This apparently only increased
the challenge before him and he The last one was Murray.
Okla. 1928 but most states have laws
In 1932 he visited Governor
bowed his back to meet it. Bradford came to Murray via against it now, he said, so he
Ruby Laffooh and was made a
He set out on his million mile Mayfield. Paducah and
Benton. travels by bus, train and some- Kentucky Colonel.
Gov. WetherJourney with pencil And pad and From Murray he will
continue times flies.
by also -made him a colonel in
had collected postmarks along to Fulton, Clinton. Bardwell
then
Murray is another one of those 1955. He walks over most of the
the route. His first task this into Illinois at Cairo..
"bone dry" cities, he said. He has cities he visits and thus far has
morning was to add the Muray
He soon filled two scrapbooks passed many of them in
"Kain- worn out over 600 pair of Shoes.
postmark in his growing volumes after his journey began and
now Lucky" he said.
_His travels will come to an
of scrap books.
has 44 in five bags which he
He never wears a hat or long end, for a little while
anyway,
Incidentally
Murray
is
the takes with him. •
overcoat. Bradford sayso he is when he meets his one million
sixth "Murray" he has visited.
It was easier to hitch hike in used to any kind of weather.
ile goal.
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Hair, Flesh Is
Deaf Mute Makes Murray The 6972nd City To Visit In Travels Studied
In Crime

Mr. And Mrs. Collie
Are Home Following
Accident On Trio

CHICAGO. Feb. 5
— Scientists studied .today bits of human
hair and flesh and a chalked
appeal for help found near a
ditch where the nude bodies of
two teen-aged sisters were discovered two weeks ago.
The possible new clues in the
murder of Patricia Grimes. 13,
and her sister. Barbara, 15.' were
found Monday by police.
The crudely printed appeal
for help was scrawled in chalk
en a support ai the back of an
abandoned corrugated me'al
shack. The message—read:
"Help help — help help."
A short time later, searchers
found a cardboard box containing' locks of human hair, one
of them with bits of 'flesh. wrapped in newspapers. The papers
Vit•Fe- elated- in
September and
November, 1956.
Dr. Harry- Kearns, a pathaItogist who examined the victims'
bodies, said Barbara apparently
had lost no hair, but an oval
slash was found in Patricia's
head. He said he would examine
the hair and flesh.
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Former Hits Of Campus Lights
Will Be Presented In Show

Mr. ad Mrs. Leon Collie returned to Murray Sunday night
-about 9:30 follotving a trying
Hit musical numbers from pre- t will, will be presented include
experience which- oceurred as vious Murray State College Arved Larsen, 1940; Billy Shelthey were enroute to Topeka. "Campus Lights" shows and ton, 1942: FranceS Sledd. 1944:
Kansas to visit Mrs. Collie's sis- presentation of directors of some Mary Grace Land, 1945 - 46;
ter who was, and still is. a of the shows will be featured in Wayne Johnson, 1948; Vincent
patient at the local hospital in
the 20th anniVersl.i-y. show to be Perrier, 1951; Bab Behr. 1953,
Topeka.
and Bill Robins. 1955. Jerry Wilstaged February 21-.23.
The Collies were traveling aThe annual music - comedy hangs, '52 director is expected
bout thirty miles an hour on an
back for one appearance.
icy highway about three miles show, produced by Phi Mu Alpha edbe.
featur-'
Some of the hits to
from Odessa, Missouri when and Sigma Alpha Iota,. will be
include "The Man I Love"
they came over a hill and saw preseoted in the- college auditorshow. "Boogie
a complete • road block about ium. It _will offer /1. masical from the 19419
producseventy-five feet in front of them numbeA from shows of former Woogie" from the 1943
The road block consisted of a sears and nine fornier directors. tion. -Great Day" from 1945, "I
In addition, the production will Got Rhythym" from the '53 show.
semi-trailer truck loaded with
The 120. member cast and proautomobiles and two cars that feature four new musical numwere sitting side by side reach- bers by Orchestra and chorus and duction staff was completed reing, across....the...entire
of a selection of old and n e w cently with the namily of a
quartet. "The Murray Men." and —.
the --highway. Mr. Collie said comedy- skits.- •
Former directors of 'the shows two vocal -soloists.
he immediately tegan trying to
- "The Murray Men" are Joe
miss the truck and cars but
Prince. Crossville, Ill., Jerry
was completely unable to do so.
When he applied his brakes.
Winder, Manteno, Ill., Dick Norhe slid all over the road and
and Sammy
ris. Harrisburg.
then collided with the truek
Orr, Rock Hill, S. C.
v.hich had been stalled. Mrs.
The vocal soloists are Charlotte
.Collie said apparently the reason
Reagan. Dresden, Tenn. a n d°
for the accident was that the
Margie Whitmer. Louisville. Ky.
truck and one or two cars .had
Miss Reagan will sing serious
stalled in the snow and ice and
type. number. Miss Whitmer will
evidently another car had trier
do the popular music.
to pass them and had gotten
Work on the show was be.gurt
stalled also.
With their newly won .Callo- last ,March when Boob Hogan of
Mrs. Collie said when she saw
Mrs. Jean Weeks is•recuperatway Tournament troy tucked Princeton and Gene Deaton of
ing at her home on Olive - Street. the sollision was inevitable, she
away in their cabinet :of honors, Jackson, Tenn. were named 'diShe returned one week ago from leaned over and tried to hold
the county champion Lynn Grove rector and assistant director.
Vanderbilt Hospital where she to her husband, who was drivWildcats have sharpened their ' Production staff - members were
was a patient for .about a week. ing. This might possiblY have
claws for a new honor, that is to soon named, and began work i
saved
her
the
life
dos,r
because
While a patient at the hospital,
planning the show. This fall,
Mrs. Weeks underwent surgery on her "side of the car was win twenty games for the season.
The happy Cats, who received members of the chorus. band,
on both feet to correct a condi caved in about eighteen inches.
tion that had developed over She, received a fractured foot quite a welcome ft-urn Me Lynn dancing chorus, the skits cast
a long period of time and was and an injured spine as a result Grove residents yesterday, will were chosen and all have been
growing steadily worse due to of the accident, according to have to. earn the "20" figure the in rehearsal since October.
Tickets for the show may be
the fart she stands so much the doctors who attended her. hard way.Alfor they must get by
Mr. Collie's only injury ."WaS revenge' minded New C,oncord secured by mail by writing Dr.
in her work as a hair stylist.
Mrs. Weeks says she has got- some .1proken ribs Which was and Arlington - and Milburn. a Price • Doyle. College , Station.
ten along remarkably well and painftil but less serious than team which handed them a defeat Murray. Ky. All seats are reserved, cost. $I.
believes if she continues to do those received by his .wife.
last fall.
According to the Collies, _the
Sharsld they manage to Jbeat,
sb she will be able to retsina_
to 'her work at Judy's Beauty accident occurred about 6 p.m.'these toughies. they Unatild gill
The Junior Garden Club met
Shop shortly after March first. and., the road remained corn- have to win their,first contest in
in the home of Mrs. Brown on
./..
12th Street Monday at 3:00 p.m.
Mr. T. S. Chester. an 82-year She will return to Nashville on pletety blocked unfit about 10 the District Tournament.' Its a
They said goal, but its not likely that Coach
old farmer and resident of the Thursday of this week for a to:clock that night
Mrs. Cecil Lamb, age 60 passed for the purpose of electing ofthe truck which was stalled had John Cannon is thinking about
Kirksey Community is., a well checkup.
away at her home in Harrods- ficers.
Art announcement will appear no lights or flares. The driver it too much from the -twenty"
,
' known gentlemen whose warm
bust Ky., Sunday morning. Mrs.
Officers elected at the meeting
in the Ledger Itz was trying to put chains on the standdoint.
Lasab is a native of Hazel and were: Gerlinda Megon, president; Funeral services for Woodrow smile and dapper step belie his at a later dateWeeks
s a i d, to truck when the accident happenTimes, Mrs.
Games this week are: Tuesday;
NO been in Frankfort for several Marilyn Delote. vice - president; Key, age 42 of St. Louis. will years.
Mr. "Tom", as he is lenown notify her clients when she will ed.
Kirksey at Atom: Cuba at 'Hazel:
Moorehead racked up the points
Yttlits- She was head of the and Timothy Kimball, secretary. be held at 2:00 o'clock tomorrow
work.
her
Samaritan"
--Good
by-standto
A
return
able-to
be
parroll division of the Kentucky After the election of the officers at the Oak Grove Baptist church by his friends: is one who
Benton at Murray Training. Fri- and Murray State the fouls, but
mile
for
and
one
walked
er
ran
Lliway Department from 1927 the club helcre discussion on the with Bro. Hobart Miller and belongs to the old school of
day: Lynn Groove at Arlington; the Eagles picked up the victory
to the nearest telephone to call
to ,lese.
Kirksey at Fulgham; Alm" at 104-90 last night in a free fouling
flowers they plan to grow in the .Bro Harold Sotherman conduct- 'thoughts, 'antsers before self".
notify
the
ambulance
to
and
an
Ohe such indent which lends
She is survived by one daugh- spring. Refreshments were
Hazel; Murray Training at New contest at Morehead.
served mg
which
patrolmen
arrived
state
Key was instantly killed last support is the occasion when
terf Mist Ft-slices Lamb, Ala- at the close
The Eagles of Coach Bobby
of the meeting.
at the scene about thirty minutes Concord; Lone Oak at Murray
Saturday at 6:30 in St. LOuls M. Chester was passing the
•billna; one son, Elroy Lamb,
High.
Laughlin raced off too a quick
The Junior Garden Club Is
The Murray Junior Chamber later. The Collies were carried
when he was sit.
home of Mr. Enoch on Poplar
Ky.; one ,sister, Mts. being
Standings
lead and led by big Steve Hamilsponsored by the Garden
According to a newspaper story street and noticed that his friend of Commerce won the Man-Mile by ambulance to the nearest
Betty Caller, Prankfott, Ky.; -one
Over All ton and Harlan Tolle had ComCounty
Department of the Murray Wo- in St.
Louis. Key jokingly kept was somewhat perturbed by a Race at the February, Board hospital. the Lexington Memorial
brOther, Iferrnaii Larnb:
piled an easy,,,,.53-32 halftime lead.
man's Club.
a peddler's costume jewelry, and large limb that had partially Meeting in Lexington The win- Hospital at Lexington. Mo.. about
ville, Ky., and one grand child.
Lynn Grove
16 O. For Moorehead it was their fifth
9,
was shot as a result. The peddler broken off and was hanging ner is determined by the number eighteen miles away. The trip
The funeral was held in Frank13 8 place tie with Western.
New Concord 6 I
is being charged with suspected rather dangerously from one of if men making the trip times took about thirty minutes due
fort Monday arid grave,side serv11 11
Kirksey
3 4
It was Murray's 10th setback
homicide by police.
his shade trees. In reply to. Mr. the .distance • traveled and the to the condition- of 'the roadS.
ices were conducted this after2 4
of ,the season having won 9. On
4 14
Mr. and 'WS. Collie, remained Almo
According to police, Henry Tom's -Mquiry he stated that Murray Jaycees have led the
noon in the Hazel Ceirtery.
3 5
in the hospital for tw., days Murray Tr.
6 14 Saturday night they had dropped
Watson, age 42, entered the Club he did not believe he was able state consistantly this :.•ear.
The Miller Funeral Home of
(Continued on Back Page)
0 8
Hazel
21 ion 89-98 decision to Marshall.
The n.ecting. held on Saturday
Key. owned by Key. and showed to climb the tree and cut off
Hazel had charge of the arSherill Marginet. Terry Darnell,
some costume jewelry he carried the li,mb. Whereupon Mr. Chest- arid Sunday was highlighted by
rangerro nts.
and Dale Alexancter Ital Murray's
Mrs. A. L. (Mary) Burkeen in a suitcase. Key. who was er took it upon himself' to vent- •the Three Outstanding Youn'2
scoring with 18, 17. and 16 points
was admitted to the Gartly-Ram- among the patrons, took a neck- ure up the tree. some 25 feet Men of Kentucky and The Outrespectively.. The tired Racers had
sey Hospital in Memphis last lace, 'then handed it to the bar- high_ and saw off the broken standing Yating Farmer Banquet.
Mr. J. Emmet Judge, director oil
limb.
tender. Jackie Cook, age 24.
five men to leave the game by
Saturday
Division
of
Iht..
Edsel
new
the
The Enoch family .was naturalthe foul route. Steve Hamilton
Mrs Burkeen says she will be • Watson tried to get the neckpaced the Moorehead use with 26
Boy Scouts have been named a patient there for approximately lace and a scuffle ensued. Vial- ly quite Well pleased and ap- Ford Moiler Company. was the
evening.
the
of
speaker_
points.
to hold county offices during the three weeks. The Murray Beauty son pulled a .32 caliber revolver preciative. We might all well main
Sunday
held
were
Forums
Rotary Youth Government Day Shop on South 4th Street. which from the waistband of his trous- remember that the world would
ers and shot Key in the chest. be a much happer one in which morning on Industrial Developon Thursday.
is owned by Mrs Burkeen, is
to live if we all practiced the ment, Community Development
The scouts will assume these open as usual The operators. police said.
and Traffic Safety. During th
rile"
"golden
Cook,
the
leaped
bartender,
offices during the day to give Mesdames Barbara Parrish and
Traffic Safety Forum the Mur_
the'
from
bar.
behind
felled
Watthem some idea as to how the Jo Dortch, are in charge while
ray Jaycees presented their fills
son with a club, and took the
county government is conducted. Mrs. Burkeen is away from the
on the 1956 Teen-Age Road-E-o
gun from him.
Anoother record breaking enScouts and the offices they will shop.
which the club hosted last Jun.
The body of Key has arrived
rollment for the spring semester
hold are as follows: Troop 72,
,
Slat
. Those attending the
at the Max H. Churchill Funeral
d Murray State College was reCounty Judge, Jimmy D. Erwin,
Board meeting from Miura'.
Home where friends may earl
as 1.976 signed fur classes
os.rded
County Attorney. Jimmy Story,
were: Harold' Beaman,' RriT -Dountil the funeral hour.
during the regular registration
County
Court Clerk. Tommy
Survivors include his wife,
A collection is being taken Ian, Tom Emers n, Z. C. Enis
period, according to figures reGuthrie, County Sheriff, Charles
Mrs. 'Chester Humphreys Key for the Ruben Chrisman family George Hodge.. inh McDowell
leased by the registrar's office .
Guthrie, County Tax Assessor.
-Bethel -Melt-WillianaDr.
Word has been received
Van
lamer
----Louts;
MS
--51,
ground
The
'burned'
uliose.
10-home
TI
today.
Hugh Cooper, and County Jailer, Murray of the death of
ardson, John Sammons, Dr.• ShipMrs. Key Of Puryear; two daughters. Friday night.
The figure out 1.4176- 'ilk 132 —
Dale Spencer.
Mary Gabbert Francis a former Linda Lou age 13 -and Susanne.
Neighbors in the area have art Stivers and Ed Fenton.
greater than the record setting County
Magistrates will be Murray State faculty member age 10 months; six sisters. Mrs. asked that anyone wishirsg to
1,844 recorded a year ago in
from Troop 45 land are as fol- who taught -in the
route:
Murray
of
Dalton
Leslie
may
family
contribute to the
college for
Januarys and 435 greater than
Masadonia. do' so by leaving clolhing at
lows: Bill Hopson, Jerry Watson, several years She passed
Miller
of
Lisle
Mrs.
away at
two years ago when 1.541 enRonny Watson, Rob Walston. Kim her home in Mt Pleasant,
York, Mrs. Johnny Prov- the daily Ledger and Time.Mich., New
.
rolled for the second semester.
Willis, Gerald Mellott, a n d following an extended
ince of Decatur. Illinois, Mrs. office.
illness.
Seciond semester enrollments j
James Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Chrisman are
While in Murray Mrs. Francis Bill Held of St. Louis. Mrs. Gilusually decline about ten percent •
bert DeMorro 'who is now in of average size. Mrs. Chrisman
The boys will be guests of the attended
the
First
Christian
from the fall semester. hio.vever
Turkey, an& Mrs. Jerry Mariard wears a size 14 dress. They
Murray Rotary Club on Thurs- Church and was active
in church
this year's droop is less than a six
of Syracuse, New York; two have a boy age 7 and a girl
day.
work.
The petit jury for the winter
percent drop from the fall seinesbrothers. Noble and Ed of St age 9.
Burial was at Campbellsville.
Circuit Court
Left to right are John Darnall, Woody Herndon, Anita McLouis.
Jer'F 2.096.
couple lost everything they term of Calloway
The
Ky., Sunday, February 2, which
Dougal,/ Michael McCasey,- Da-rolyn‘VVood and Ronnie Boubray.
He was a member of the Oak had in the fire which -burned met yesterday -before Circuit
included In the current figures
was her native home.
Judge H. H. Leven Sr. and was
Grove Baptist church in Ten- their home to the ground.
are approximately 200 Saturday
Varnall,
soon
..of.
s
iolin.
members
Murray
of
Mr.
Joel
the
mornThursday
Six
released
nessee.
in-service teaeshees.
i
classes fir
The children's bicycles were
•
The Max H Churchill Funeral saved , and aLso the freezer and ing, according to • a source at Training School. Orchestra have and Mrs. - Josiali. Darnall. ..
The number of teachers taking
court
holies.the
students,
,will
leave
for
chairs.
The
selected,
six
in
the
to
been,
arrangeof
Home is in charge
washing machine.
Saturday work • is , growing in
The grand jury is now in 1957 erttucky All-State Orches- Lexington on Wednesday and rements.
Actually .the family can use
number in about the same ratio
County
in
the
session
Attorneys
Murray
on
Saturday.
to
turn
.
tr
By UNITED PRESS
almost anything, since they lost
as regular students.
cases
reviewing
is
office
and
A ball game will be played
Southwest Kentucky —Cloudy
•
Murray Training School stuall in the fire.
-Enrollment during the first
BIKE LORE
After tuo dios:s of intensive
which have been handed drown
with occasional rain today, to- on Friday night February 8
dents selected are: Anita McDou- rehearsals.""lite Kentifeky All - semester .exceeded projectian essessionof
court.
for
this
night a n d Wednesday; mixed between Douglass High ano
BACKFIRE
gal, viola. daughter of Mr. and Sfate• Orcheatra will present a timates made several years agei
'WALTHAM. Mass. --AP— A
with a little sleet early 'this Dunbar High of Mayfield with
. Dow/al; Michael conic-et in the University of
Mrs. James C. Mt:
ROCHESTER. N. Y. -- ft -10-seater bicycle' Such a strange
-Ken- to. the .extent of about 250 stuNOTIOt
morning Moderate temperatures. the entire proceeds going to the contrivance startled pedestrians Robert Doane, 41 ended up in the
McCasey.. violin, son of Mr. and lucky Memorial!
a
Colisetimora Fili- dent*. A project ion estimate is
•
High today near 45. Low tonight support of Boy Scout troop 81.
skill
and horses hereabouts during the hospital with a fractured
an estimate of future enrollment .
All grade school mothers who Mrs. P. M. McCasey: Ronnie day,
, at eight' p.
.,..yebru'ary 8„
Professor L. P. Miller bald
neer 40.
as it whizzed over when he took a lusty swing with aro. members of the PTA Mot- Maubray, violin, son of Mr. and
based on past percentages of,, v,
.- .
that the proceeds of the game Gay Nineties
David Robertson, Director of growth.
streets and rural roads. Char- a sledge hammer while breaking hers Singers are asked to please Mrs. Eulice Matibray, Carolyn
&rime 3:30 S.M. temperatures: would go to the troop. Theodore city
The current ftgure of i.9?11 —
les Metg built the big machine at up wood. The sledge hammer be- be af 'MP music mom'of the Wood, viola, daughter of M,'.-ad Oberlin. -Co' haarvatories. ut..Mueic
Covington 34, *Louisville 37, Pa- Cunningham, is Scoutmaster.
rlin. Ohio, is the conductOr dsieg. nut include:. the. Traiding--..
with ais overhead
WW1 Grade seht,01 on 9th- street .Mrs. Lenard_Wood, Woody .HernEveryone is urged to attend a coat...et...More_ than $1,200. He came entangled
ducah 38, Bowling Green 39.
him at Lis sera. 'Wednesday. Feb- don. viola., son of Mr-, and Mrs':' of 'the 1957 Kentucky All-State §chool which has a present. enthis game to aid the scout troop was one of the 10 men who were clothes line and then struck
Lexington 36 and London 40.
' Clarence W. Herndon and John Orchestra.
over the 'right eye.
ruary 6th,
rollment of 475.
'first' hi ride the giant bike,
in the area. 1.
Evansville, Ind., 35.

s
oses in
workDeath -,
enginet
d ph oto)

Haul Native
Passes Away

Junior Garden Club
Meets On Monday

*Twentieth.
Game Goal
Of Winners

Mrs. Weeks Doing
Well Following
Surgery

T. S. Chester Still
Funeral Of
Does Good Deeds
Woodrow Key-.At The Age Of 82
Is Wednesday

Morehead
Downs MSC

Murray JayCees Win
Man-Mile Race

Mrs. A. L. Burkeen
Is A Patient At

ONE

Memphis Hospital

XTER
RYON

TOM

Six From Murray Training
School Nanyed To Orchestra

Boy Scout "County
Officers" Named

BENNUI

'3

Spring Enrollment
Sets Another Record

Collection Being
Taken For Ruben
Chrisman Family

Word Received Of Mrs. Francis' Death

•
Circuit
Court
Begins Session

Weather

0,6-iir

Ball Game To Aid
Scout Troop 81
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Now
THE LEDGER & TIMES Big. Ten Conference Is ,
A rive Team Battle For First

.CTBLISIIED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANr Int ,
Consolidation of the Murray 1.ea..”-, The_Calloway Time
and The
Tut:les-Herald, October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckiare Januar:
1, 1842.
4

JOHN GRIFFIN
By
United Press Sports Writer

-.-orer. showed the was with 20
points.
Bradley Sets Record
We reserve the right_ to reject any Advertising. I...et:ens to this Editor, .Fe:get Just snout everything
Bradley -set a school scoring
that's happened so far in that record with a 100-73 win over
Pubtic Voice items fellagh in our opireon are not for the - hes:
totrid Big Ten basketball race Portland. Its eighth straight wiir.
aterest of our readers.
--. on as night'sdefeats of Ohio jowa State bounced hack trom
4ATIONALREPRFiSENTATIVES WALLACE- WITMER CO., 1363 •At tr and Purdue ha y.f.,,Jurned its Saturday - defeat by' Kansas
.nn) a brand neV1*.'
•: five-team to nip Colorado. 72-71. almost
Monroe', Memphis. 'Tenn : 2.50 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
tattle.
•
Ancaga4-110484.1?•-r4on St.. -Bogtora.---- •
mg a .19.-pviAt 'lead before
stalling to victors. Brigham
The
96-89
walloping
handed
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier LI Murray, per week 3, ye;
Young defended its slight hold
Iimaat 83c. In Calloway And adioinsra count:gas, 414•y,eac raja; else- Ii, Ohio State by Ilhnois and
plitee- -in- she Sky-tine
&iatlitg
4
W5
6
-a
restore. $550.
by Michigan means that all four Conference with a 73-60 victory
Mexico and St. Louis
entered at the Post Office Mt.rray. Kentucky, tor trammassion a. et these teams, plus Indiana. are over New
even. in .the vital -lost -column" nearly . blew. "an .21-poin,L lead
Second Class Matter
before downing Drake. 4-72.
at two defeats each
In other !carting games: West
TC'ESDA)
FERRUARY 5. 1957
stirtfterener.. now is Virginia • preserved its perfect
in "games wonr' where Ohio Southern Conference rectos' with
State has six. Purdue five, and an 89-57 rout of 'Ml as Hot
the other three have four each Rod Hudley scored 34; Wash-throwing the dour open for ington (Mo.) beat Iowa for the
any one in the group to drive first time since 1928, 12-54,
Ledger ond
File
- for the title.
Kansas State took second place-in the Big Seven with a 79-53
Out
ElonSaile Bows
win over Nebraska; Joe Stevens'
On February 2, -Mrs. George Carnell of near Kirksey ,
an upset victim itself 25 points led Wichita in a'96-76
had ripe home grown tomatoes to eat, a report said Mrs.. unty last Saturday. led most win over Detroit. and Henry
Carnell gathered . the-tomatoes from her garden and,f the way in beating Obit) Kemple's 22 points led Oklastored them .away. Now she wants to know how many State for the first nme in 12 homa A & M to a 50-42 win
Missouri Valpeoyle in Calloway County are ,enjoying home grown c-aes on the mini roan. Illinois over Tulsa in theDave
Ricketts
Cofiference;
ley
ineligible
tionSalle.
George
star
torhatOes in February.
his major
from now on. because of scho- of Duquestie es:tended
Miss Essie Bailey is in Louisville this week as guest lastic troubles, Made his faresell college Ira throw to 42 straight
with two ,shots before missing
with 23 points to pace the
of Rev-. and Mrs. H. F. Paschall.
in sr 73-52 win over Niagra and
of
Howard
Frank
although
tore
Miss =tired Dunn. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
game scoring Notre Dame tied its school seerDunn of near Kirksey will appear on a five Minutes pro- 'Ohio State took
win over
honors with 30 points.- After trig mark with a 99-82
gram. oyer radio.station \% HAS. Louisville:. on February °hie State held---an early lead. Holy Cross.
8. at 11:45 a.m.,
Illinois Went anead. 38-36. at
BY AIR
the 14 minute mark of the • TO SCHOOL.
. A special preview showing of the Sportscope- "Ken- first
hall -and neyer trailed
Five
.0.
iBA.Y.
. PUT • IN
tucky - Baqkete-eng" IN'flitz• Atty‘sn tur•all- high schoot-bailiet- again.
.
children of "Lake Erie's Bass Jsball teams in the county and their principals and coaches
-going school bus
yesterday morning at 1.0:00 o'clock by Frank Lan-caster, • Ron Kramer, All - America :ands use an air
paced Michigan to to go to and from classes. They
end,
.football
local theatre manager-Supt..Prentice Lassiter was presvictory an .Ann Arbor with 17 are ferried to school and home
ent also.'
tziidn,Atsayand his two free throws again* aboard private planes or
p
The new
Campion Ground Grip Tractor
in the second halt put old trilotored Fori,_ transports
Tire, which by tecord breaking performances in pulling the Wolverines
verines ahead to stay• which connect•the iSTands by air.
power. endurance and cleaning tests assures farmers of -48-47. Six-six Lamar Lundy let; 'Teachers at the.' sehool said the
• • TiVe -air'-fraveling youngsters miss
shorter working hours and lower operating costs, has Purdue wit-ft - tit p•rirns.
only four or five days_ of school a
just been pat On sale hon. by Barnett
Kerley
.&
Firestone
:runningIndiana stayed tri the
•
•
year."even during the Winter
Home and Auto Supplie-.
for the crown_ with a. 74-56 romp
conditions
over Nerrthssestern as Archie months when flying
:ire p
Fees. the Pe Ton'-

JAMES C.

WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

10 Years.Ago This Week

•
-.111•••

--

WANT A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN?
D-X SUNRAY OIL CO. has rare opportunity for
right ma:. Future unlimited! D-X commissioned
agency n.t open in C_alloway County. Guaranteed
investment to earl. small investment required.
WRITE

rAt PHONE

-

Today's Sport Parade

3-1982

Ity OZCAR•FR 11 FT
tasted Paws Spits Wrias

H. T. SNIDER
. PADUCAH, KY.

P.O. BOX 606

College Basketball s
Ratings
NEW YORK, Feb. 5 ith -- The.
United Pitiss college basketball
ratings (with first place votes
in-parentheses. and won-lost records through Feb. 2):
Team
Points
I. Nta-di Carolina (24) 16-0
(9) 13-1 307
2. kanaas
3. Kentucky
(I) 16-3 242
,
4. Southern Methodist 15-2 195
15-1 169
5. UCLA
.(1) -14-3 132
6. Louisville
17-2 74
7. Seattle
-72
11-4 dl
9. Ohlo State
.
12-4 53
10. lowa State
Second 1II--t- 11, Canisius,
49; 12 Unit. California and Illinois, 40 each, 14. Purdue, '36,
15, Wake Forest, 31, 16, Brigham
Young, 14; 17 (tie I- Washington
and Syracuse. 10 each; .19, St.
Louis, 9; 20, Western )(plucky,
8.
Others - Dayton, Oklohamo
City University and Oklahoma
A at Pid. 6 each; Temple, 5;
Memphis State and Vanderbilt,
3 each; Wes. Virginia, 2; Nebraska, Vas let' (Ohio), S a n
Franeisci. and Idaho State, 1
each.

Tarheels Top UP Basketball
Ratings For.The Third Week
By EARL WRIGHT
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ar -The North
Carolina Tarheels topped the
United Press college basketball
third
for the
ratings today
straight week, but put their 16-0
record on the line at Maryland
tonight and lace what could be
a rugged game at "hl-Cme _against
Duke Saturday night.
•

your Home - Office or
Business Place
Ask About Our
FINANCE PLAN

0

-*We Have
• BUILT-IN TAPPAN
ELECTRIC STOVES
• METAL BOATS
• OUTBOARD MOTORS
• ARCHERY
• FISHING TACKLE
• TEXACO GAS & OIL
-*-

Canielus Moves Up
Points are distributed on a 1.09-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis for votes
Iron- fiegt-To-lOth place.
Canisitts, a strong eastern independent, headed the second 10
group with 49 points. Canisius
(15-2) moved up from 12th after
scoring a 94-89 double-overtime
victory over Notre Dame Saturday night. California and Illinois
tied for 12th. Then came Purdue, Wake Forest and Brigham
Young. Washington and Syracuse
tied for 17th. St. Louis was 19th
and Western Kentucky 20th.
In all 31 schools received points
in. this week's ballots. '

The runnerup K•a.n-c.is Jayhawks cut North Carolina's firstplace margin from 44 to 31 in the
ratings_ by scoring-ii. 3-64..revenge
triumph 'over Iowa S:a:.• last
Saturday night and haste only
one game this week. They play
at Nebraska Saturday night.
North Carolina which defeated
start
Western Carolina in its
last week, recoivect 24 first-place
votes andea total of 333 points
from the 35 leading ea:tette.; who
rate the team: for the United
Press.
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REMODEL

dropped from Eighth to ninth and
Iowa State (12-4) from ninth to
10th. Seattle received 74 points.
Bradley _72, Ohio -State 61 and
Iowa State 53.

Jayhavirrs Get Revenge
' Kansas (13-1) drew nine firstFight Results
place votes and 307 point.; after
Whipping Iowa State. Iowa State
handed. Kansas its only defeat
. By UNITED PRESS
and,, knocked it out of first place
LUBBOCK, Tx.: W ay man In the ratings with a, 39-37 triDawson, 138, Youngstown, Ohio, umph Jan. 14 at Ames.' Iowa.
out-pointed Ray Riojas, 138, Fort
The coaches based their ballots
Worth, Tex (101.
on games played through Saturclay„.Feb. 2.
PARIS: Charles Humes. 15914.
Kentucky (164) rbrnained 3rd
France, stopped Pat McAteer, withaatne first-place vote and 242
157, _England (8).
points after sweeping its games
NEW.YORK: Sugar Hart, 146t5, against Georgia Tech, 'Georgia
AlliBarry
stopped
Philadelphia.
and Florida last week. SMU (15sop, 14634. Springfield, Mass. (7). 2) defeated Arkansas in its only
game last week and , held ,fourth
MILWAUKEE. Wis.: -Bob Sat- place 'with 195 points. UCLA 115terfield. 1412.1,se Chicago, utrtpointe II scored two weekend victories
ed Juno Mederos, 192, Cuba (10). over Oregon State and reMtained
fifth with 169 points
SAN JOSE. Calif.: Willie MorBabe
stopped
Memphis State Surprises
ton, 141, San Jose,
Louisvilie•t14-3) 1,1 to MemHeiman. 140, Los Angeles, (10).
phis State last Saturday night;
.81-78. but remained sixth with
Jones
Spike
Symphonic
A
the other first-place vote and
•
132 points.
The
elf‘
J.
N.
TRENTON.
Orchestra
'Bradley 113-2). the Missouri
Symphony
Trenton
needs the U. S. Army for some. Valley Conference leader. w a s
sound effects in its concert pro- idle last week but advanced into
.
ale select ten for the •first time
.opera "Tosca."
duction of the
Gugliehno' Sabatini this season. Bradley-"moved from
Maestro
said he would ask Fort Dix au- 11th • to eighth ...while Illinois.
thorities Is fire blanks from a which dropped an 85,74 decieion
field artillery piece and some to Purdue Saturday' MeV, moved
ribles offstage. Puccini's opea from seventh to 12th.
Seattle tl7-2I advanced-:from
.calls for cannon fire during act
one and rifle fire in the final act. 10 to seventh. Ohio-State 111-4)

many
NEW . YORK ? -- The -man
"Is it a sure thi9g that I'll
wlo pushed the buttons" was.
.en on her greatest- dire- al, be elected" he asked a hen
he was invited to sit on the
himself.
TO THE VOTERS OF MURRAY AND
There was, niora than a''hint
id ate To Be Embarralieed
ithat "Marsh Joe" McCarhy dais.
CALLOWAY COUNTY:
"Nu." he was told. "It's. not
would Make it into the baseball
Hall of Fame. And he did it a sure thing."
-Well, then I'd better not
, long lasts Sunday along witn
conic," he replied. •I'd bate_ to
Wahou Sam- Crawford. But the iron-jawed Irishmen be embarrassed."
You never thought of Mctrem. Buffalo as usual had the
Carthy. the curt. gruff Irishman.
cleicir_pi his office closed.
That. usually was the stors as a man who worried about
when he manafed the Chicago such things. And yet there was
1Cubs. those great teams of the a hint in his past that he ,could
Nelk York Y.ankees and those be. He wasn't genial. nor conrl disappointing teams id the Bos- genial, and yet he never ceased
I I in Red Sox. He could be ap- to fume at the charge by Jimmy l
Dykes back m the old day.
proached but it was difficult_
Because Joe McCarthy always that he was "a push butte'.
• manager."
was. a• "loner"
Nobody ever got reality close i
14d's Mill Aloes,
He. was a-. oc aga.n on what to him, For "March Joe" was
should • have been his greatest all business. The first day he
day, sitting in solitude on his walked into the Yankee club,
Buffalo estee while the baseball house, on a tour of duty destine
merry in the plush to win eight Yankee pennants.'
svi:irld made
_
atmosphere of a New York hotel. he tbok,one look at the players'
There were all on hand- -for big wooden card -table and tot
the New `talc baseball vrriteri- the clubhouse roan.
. et an airy' and break that
cinner. Th•re was Casey...Simard upt;G
'arid Bucky Harris, who sue'
cectied :him 3t .the helm of. the
A tight
o. he was-. ant a
mighty Yankees; Joe DiMaggio. fighter. Thi•re was no. softAess
whom he Called "the most nat- in him and it had to make
ural. player of them all:" George him a Aonely Alan. Which is
Selkirk, "tine • of my favorite the v:ay he was on his big day
plasers." guys who bad ',Wad But drin't thItik he didn't deseri
for him like-Phil Rizzuto .and 'he „honor which came to hiii
Tommy Henrich. - and pe unit, even in his solitude. A. 'one
with. wbom he had beenwilt, missed him at the dinner
ocited
as'
over the- years. ,
The'Y Would%have liked to have - "Shucks, anYbody; paild win
had him :here. Yankee owners. with-the-Yankees. Bur this man'
Del Webb and Mr11-- Topptny. i a-tin a pennant svith the Cuba,
I am a candidate for the office of Jailer of Calloway General Manager George We
too."
people he knew euch
A strange accelade. But Som.
Coulitlf;'stabled to tile Democratic Primary May 28, 1957. ,
Gree
Feller. Hank
stilace. You hope. tor it. liar.,
I sea. liorn and raised near DeNter, and have !Red
Sail man Who - was soft tirdesiteath
in Callow ay Comity all my life. I now live on the east -Charlie Grimm, Frank ha
-Wetie. Roy Mack. Rd _Yee& .• :and timely- to: VIP
ir---Fsrarrrn.-schnol- effstrift. I

e

TUESDAY

Get 'Your Hunting and
Fishing License Here!

ENIX
Carpenters Shop
Concord Rd,

Ph. 8I9 J

Amgmmmm•mmmmisr
SCOTT - DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433

anar...ar

INSULATE-- -WITH

THE BEST

GLASS FIBER
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S ONLY

APPLICATOR

Blown Glass Fiber
Thick Batts

8c sq. ft.

51 2c

4c

Standard Batts

3 Years To Pay - No Down Payment

- FREE

ESTIMATES

H. M. SCARBOROUGH
Phone 1813 - Murray

I.

l

a,,b

-the iodiitj
'
rrf--

•••

Befoie reachinx a decision U4_14. a-candidate. I carefully considered the -duties and responsibilities .of the
sineerely believe that I am capa-ofliee of Jailer. and I .
ble, of dischrging them in a way that will be satisfactory to you the people:

•

•

_

1.1.arg.nt brake linhigs. 1953 square inches
of brakodiofog are tarried by the Studebaker Golden Hawk -largest, safest bia
lining area per !sound ol tar of any
ITif'bib' made tielay!
I-----is brakes-of 2. Air-cooled drums. Hen
I-bak('r-Packard
tla•ir effect iver4-ss,
alIV -filmed- air-cooled
was first with s
brake
lat.:1(111AI) double the effedue ilipg.snrface.

*-

yon a ho do not know me may I ask of you
Thy life is an ripen book._,•
lir iliquire of me
.1 a ill appre iate the support of rwery, ‘oter. igi

Today's higher horsepowers, greater weight, highe speeds as'four important
mand brakes with extra margins of safety. Here
additional safety:
ways that Studebaker-Packard gi% es von
3.4-If-Centering. The entire.. o'-ersired
brake fining area is automatically latenzlit
into uniform contact with the drums. Be.
wear mitt assures unsweryin-g,
stops.
". •
. - •
•
•
M14-11111 I.E

tlit• cir

itself helps apply die brakes..You
get greater safety, easier pedal action.

Studebaker-Packard

.that I w

etc, tell t iii
in such w ay

Studebaker-Packard matches the superior
performance of its built-in Supercharge
with the most effective brakes on the

etter brakes, superior acceleration, surer handling add up to Command
'Performance. Drive the '57 Studebakers and Packards at your dealer's, today.

I shall endeavor 'to set; etfe'lr and every, voter before
election day. l,tzt ,if I should. fail in this -pleas' accept
this as my plea tor your support.

_To th'is' of you who know me.. I believe yOu know
di appreciate everything you do in my behalf.

•

4

CORPORATTON

I1

ndeavor.lo cond.10 myself and th.:,ciffice
that yoli ‘% ill riot regret having •

ted me. '.•

Respectfully,

Willard Gordon

rp

-

•
• ,

• ...a...4,
.., imeL:alige•-•••K

•

.• -

throa,- -fabulous guys -and one
WINNING COMBINATION
inioir together in the atitia• scene
gorgetrae- gal made MU
!min "BEST rl I I NC IN LIFE ARE FREE," which ripens to-day engagement' at the Varsity Theatre.
marl ow foi a t

••T''i 5•••••••••1•• .

•

•••

,

•1•1
•
.••••
•

•
•••
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1 Midway Motors

HIGHWAY i 41 'South

Murray, Ky.

•-•

•

.•••••
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•
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4
Sc per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for bOe - Sc per word for three days.
Claaelfled ads are payable In advance.
_

_

PAN
WES

GOOD 80 ACRE FARM, 8 room GOOD USED upright piano. Call
OR SALE.
1 ouse, stock barn, tobacco barn, Jean Weeks, phone 431.
F7C
garage and etc. About 6 miles
-outon
good
rood
and
s
WILEY TRAILER SALES.
FEBRUARY SPECIALS:: Dinette
and Used. /
1
4 mile past Paducah bus route. A bargain.
suites $54.95 to $89.95. Living
city _limits on highway 60 West. 4 GOOD
HOMES on highway. room suites $97.50 and up. BedPhone 3-1271.
M7C From 2 to 18 acres. All these room
suites start
at
$109.95.
places well located and good Lamps a pair $10, $12 and $14.
•
Good
cotton
mattresses _$12.50
NICE BUILDING LOT on Wood._
Real nice inner-spring mattress
lawn. East front, large shade
tree in rear. See Fred McClure. GOOD 2 BEDROOM home be, $25.00 to $37.00.--Used livirsg room
tween college and high school. suites and soft beds $5, $10 and
F6P
$15. Good
used
wringer type
A bargain. Galloway Insurance
washer only $35. Seaford & Ray
SPINET PIANO. Call 1387-M. land Real Estate Agency, Phone Furniture Company,
Murray. Call
F6P 1062. Home 151-M.
F7C
1824.
ITC

F

DTOPS

New

41
ng and
Here.
/

Answer te Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

.

1-Corded
4-antitoxin
-Thn-k, black
eul.ktance
12-Matuie
13-i'rose0ani
14-Palm leaf
15-Burrowing
rodent
17-Suahos nit
16-S4. v1:I potato
20-ahov• and
tottehlog
31-Took for
slanted
11-Fitit
is-National
League (abbr.)
sa-yoluptuou•
61-Autiquity
rehaid)

EST

36-Sufflx:
follower rf
in-Gesture of
respect
40-A continent
(abbr.)
41-Inexpensiv•
413-lialaitee aboard
shlgt 44ksito4a)
115-Platform
47-Demon
46-liugged
ehaln
50- Perfdrnung
steadily
•
63-Organ of
hearing
64- it,-,kimo's home
ii Itt
57- bsi rart being ,
55-Tropical
Americas
•
animal
69- Sainte (abbr.)

OOM MLIMO0 MO
MDR 0120014 NO
0E10020 OULIMM
ODOM MO
000E1 MOM IMMO
rmc000111:000151
00 MO EIM2 00
011002dOMU MOM
0010 0012 OMR
OM MOO
00MMOM 0MR000
OMR MOMM
MOO

omm 3mmoo moo

DOWN
1-Tat tered cloth
2- The-.self

34-- Scold
nii•knamir

.

9

14-Tow
1 ti
(conoci.)
21-tirotesque
gesttire
22-indolence
2.1-fin',. name
faces
26-Iin
of

.11
Iv
h3
4:
st

le .aii

21

.
,.
/0
15'
i ii•:,..M

it.

f

.1

1,:

r

25
.^
Sc
1
3'

24. 21

..•

7

511

•11.A
31 .
V#•*3

,
I;;;,/'03

4
•

•

477
.
7r
.
54

2.

5.
sq

5.
61.0. ware ••01••

II••

3-Etig lab d lit is
4-Slating a oug
stalk
6-Be mistaken
6-Sun god
mcnihran•
8-Mediterranean
resort
9-wigs
10-.Everyone
11-Whist' air arm

frelandbe poems
So--Ch ,lis and fever
3
37-ga
3-43 nr.tn
titlivailsimi
•rke
"
Atn
.,,i t,
hr,ainig
s
a iCI
saisker
an
Am trees
_
44-Heroin poems
41-Narrative of
great exploits
41-Bisho1,ric
49-Scotch for
i.an dish
60-..jh
1.1aos•an.i
51-liard-shelled
52-fir..u
.it
nimand to
horse
55-True of
phonograph
record pelt.

..---EUZA3ETH SEIFERT'S NEW

•

WANTED

ut,
Too paint with ease

when you choose

- KURFEE

44,

THAT COUNTS!"

v 'Ate

Phi4ge66

So the Judge decrees
and everyone agrees!

NOTICE

Reach your own verdict.
Try FLAT TINT on
walls and ceilings and
see how this Alkyd Flat
Wall
Enamel_ gives
buoyant new life to any
room'

6th.

STARTING FEB. 11, 1957, washings 75e 4er hour, over one
hour
cent per minute. /1.W.
per
our for us to do. Strele 8z
cCage, 5th Street Washingette
and Grubbt on Cordcord Hwy
FttP

A gasoline that mpkes the most of
today's higher horsepower1

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES

Kelley's Pest
Control

at

Starks
Hardware

PHILLIPS 66 I'RODUCTS are distributed in Murray and vicinity by
NOBLE FARRtS

12th • Poplar

NANCY

-• •

LKURFEES
'work

"ALWAYS EASY PARKING"

Phillips 66 FL.rrE-FL-Et. has what you need
to get top performance from today's more
powerful high compression motors. It
offers lively, quiet acceleration ... good
mileage.. .positive anti-stalling. Fill up
at your Phillips 66 Dealer's, and bring out
the best in your earl.
PutLups Prraourtim COMPANY

.--Licensed and InsuredSang Kelley
Phors., 441

'VEL

•
CITAPTL:R 1
Imes tal kit and oct.cntij pre irod -tay for Pinch.
lc 'It.:
IDICTUR
rady a syringe vt an it in his hand, e with
I
Inst, exactly, w us rw
beat uvel the p_1;ent...
The two men eat..bldshou 4.1IaUS•
or the town it w
"We'll get that blood pressure selves
small, and
comfortably
upon
the
built upon the si
ot steep lime-, down, sir," he saki, ..ven as he screened porch, and Ali &nitwits
-.one
th streets seemed to sent
the
plunger
He gave Miss Nellie • glow,ng ledown.
Inn :7a.74.4
p anti down Houses stra.ghtened arta St.O0a watchIng port 01 the way DT Catton mai
o: the iluzitieSit
the' disting,,,shed-looking
man 'saved my life "
cut and - Neat gray suit, black knit tie- -Smiling. 4:radY
that any
-Zone tel.,cks which had and that 1)5411144l oearu
doctor would have done the
.on On a tine patina, _through .
Wt:hin ten minutes Mr, bed"But we don't nave all) oulei
17
.4 yc...t. 'lin!, rare wac clean , dens had received so much relief diactor- said OWL, Miss NeiLe.
•
, .8. ! tu..urez.ju..
what with that he was adjusting ms own solemnly, her cheeks trembl.ng.
lie_watt
u: the. lake,t1,43 tie. "You're a 'tine doctor!' he "Green Holly doesn't have a doc, ..o.
-.0- amia b.lund the, blurted to the big man who had tor at all!"
..c swept sates La and the,seated tunisell On a bench under
A lot of small 105.115 didn't,
..". o window troats.
the arnall-paned window
Grady knew "Then, air.' ne said
The broad shoulders lifted in to hta host. "you should oe esstalio.1 wa.: Of white
a, shrug and the smile was de- pecially careful ot vow
w.tn a blue root •
oloocl
precatory.
a ma:4y town here,
pressure.- He del - s.I i.-nat tie
'Better take it easy for a day called • live-dollar wet us e on
.1.c
s:tid to the young
0..0 c...iie sari to ccrvice his or so, sir," he advised. "Cut down edema then he look, a presu:npOn salt --and keep in touch with Lion pad from ma breast poc!cet
• "Via. so-. ....„nk you We like your physician •
and %lute upon it
it. •
tar, Seddens too4 id up at him
"Check. this with your °nye',
"My
"Ilust
ph*
What
lives
fifty
miles `clap. sir." he said, giving the
a tcw• n is It ?"
It
14,•;itite kai;ore .he at- away," he said flatly "That's too shf...et to Mr Seddens
art,werccf him, Ilia first far,- isn't it
Frank 4 Seddens atildico
the
attention aceming tit 'if on some- , "It was a good idea this morn- heading on the piece ot paper.
Hung going On within the small ing," said Grady, "to have a doc- "You're on the staff of this hosbulk:ins 'ti.
pital " he asked, looking tip
.e:re about a thous- tor closer than that."
"Yee" The Oeaided man had
and." hc -anti:CU:en: In the win"I'm
admissions
:physician
taken
out • billfold, and now tie there." said Grady. "It's a o:g
:en
•'
chamois made swirl,at
regarding
the
bill -edges to be general hospital Twelve hundred
.14 palLt•Ins Cl') the wind
• ,
:tune to a sticker. slotted and seen within it.
beds
"There s no charge, sir," Lir.
atopi,:al lie stepped to the win"You're up here on vacation'!"
I Batton told him.
dow an•1 learn- : 1;mi:sigh it
"Yes. I've been driving through
-cm course there 9 a charge. I Wisconsin, stopping oft to tish
"Arc you a doctor?" tie asked
was Just wishing I knew how wherever the notion struck me.
Itii.C1.4
•
much it would take to keep you 1 wanted-1 needed -to get away
"Yes, I am
.
"Would you come (halite ler a bale in nor town." He turned by myself 'for a urns.'
Steen
blue eyes upon the young
minute? Mr sedilens.
"Did Brother persuade you to
:
--" His Cap
tipped back toward the building.1 doctor. They asked a question.
come here and practice" Miss
Grady Bat ton was ag man- Nellie asked, with the innocent
having a spell in there"
Before the last syllable was,scMfething over six feet - with forthrightness of a child.
spoten Gr;:dy was_ on his feet wide should-rs, a thick neck,and
"He's getting around to it,"
his hand reaching for the -small! straight, strong limbs. Hla hair Grady told her.
bag in the baclWskrt .of the edr was a dark, rich auburn, grow"Not with much - hope for SUCHe strode with confit.ence aerCesa[ ing to a peak upon his forehead. cess." said Mr. Seddens. -He ban
His
features were regular and a_kuLjob in Chicago"
the stretch of concrete and into
strong rather than handsome A
the station
Grady qualified this, but adslight
cleft marked his chin, a mitted that tie did have it good
Sea led in
chair WaS a graydeef;fme
was
graven
between
job-and
his
with good pay, But then
haired man-gray-bearded, too
nose and upper iip. His mouth he went on to say that it was not
A Vandyke heard. prei
trini,
was especially firm, with lines of exactly the sort of work he
med. His face waa .iiffused and
wanted to do
breath came with. difficulty. restraint etched around it.
"You wouldn't be interested,
"Don't you do any doctoring?"
Grady bent over him. his fingers
would
you,"
Mr Sedderis voiced
on his pulse
'Ob. yes. 1 used the desk-Sithns . question, "In corning here to ting figuratively
hfy'Service sorts
"I'm Dr Barton." kod Grady
live"''
to the (Batt essed man, speaking i
out the patients who come to us;
"It's
beautiful country and • large percentage are emergenin a firm, clear voicc "Just take I
your town Is most attractivi: cies. And we do that toning by
It easy. sir"
Living
here
sounds like a pleas- examination and some treatment.
He turned to open his bag and
ant suggestion."
which I supervise or do myself.
-take • stethoscope from It.
-11c rame In here a few minutes
Grady Went • to hie aide. -I'd But we always assign those paago
An oldor -rm-in came to the like to take You to your home, tbenta to other services ner condoctor's side. He too was wear- sir," he ,said courtemisly, "You're tinued treatment and rare
ing the green uniform of the nicely over that Slight edematous • "My job is somewhat adituntsgasoline service "He, a•kf!i1 for attack, but, as I said, caution ltrative, and that IS the pan I
a Elfhas of water-- l'glive it to .woold be a good thing for a clay 'don't like. I would prefer °laser
lino, snit ale sat there in' that or two."
contact with the patients
•
Fle seemed so III"--" '
'It appeared that Mr SeMens
By the tune they went in to
Graily's -uplifted hand silenced had walked to town- -as, he
said. lunch, Frank Seddens was lookhim. The doctor's' head bent,' he he did most days- -for
his mail ing more hopeful And after the
Its:tried. them nodded Swiftly his Grgaly Offered to drive
him to his nap which Dr. Barton ordered,
fingers Idosened the knotted
home, which proved to be an he telephoned to a couple of his
the rellar imhilekled the holt attractive, veranda
-girdled house friends. "Come over and meet a
Mr. Seddon& sat, still breathing built Just above
the beach of the l young man who ha limiting me,"
WWI his even en the htr-4.4-4-4'•••
"
01,s
t 4 oin say
v'Y Barton turnest_ 'trim - to', tirs• tel., :invited the
voting
ctor to
.r.
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ABBIE an' SLATS

WHO
SPRUNG
YOU

by Raeburn Van Buren

YOU GOT A LOOK LUKE
YOU WAS REAL BROKEN
UP BECAUSE I GOT
TOSSED IN THE CLINK .
1

WELL,AT LEAST
IT WAS PEACEFUL

CHILDREN - PLEASE!

COUNTIN' TO TEN DON'T

AROUND HERE

LET'S NOT HAVE
SQUABBLING WHEN

HELP Too MUCH, AUNT ABBIE BUT I'M SURE TRYIN'l

WITH YOU BEHIND
BARS;

WE OUGHT TO BE
HAPPY;

111L' ABNER

by Al Capp

WHY is HE
ATTRACTED TO
THET AT BEAST?

HE CRAVES A
PAPPY,IS WHY.

EVR1I CHILF_

IS

ENTMEEI5
ONE.-EVEN
IF IT'S ONE
LIKE MET.
,

RECKON 'TIS-BUT-OH -,TH
SELECTION IN DOGPATCH
IS SO UNAPPETIZIN'
--

IT'S
YORE
DOTY
TO
TRAP
HIM
ONE.
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professional organizations . I
and unions to secure equal op- - .
portunities for eli workers, and
..,,
work to develop "open OCCu.
pancy" housing.

FIND OUT
WHY WE SAY
"IT'S,PERFORMANCE

one bloek south of Post Office.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. --an- The
See Mrs. B
.
, F. Berry at 300
South 4th. Phone 103.
F5C 26th annual meeting of the Biological Photographers Association.
'Inc„ will be held here Aug. 2731. marking the first five-day
meeting, in the group's history.
FOR RENT
The association is 'a national
31 X 100 FT.
organization of scientific photoCOMMERCIAL
▪
graphers concerned with the techBUILDING
niques and applications of photography in medicine, zoology, botN. 45h St. Just off square.
any and other related fields. This
-ear it is celebrating a qua;ter
AVAILABLE
century of professional servic4 to
IMMEDIATELY!
universities, medical s,tools and
hospitals.
See JAMES C HART
One of tht fea{ures of this
Phone 540 or 1
year's meeting will be an exhibit of books-Written or illustrated
by BPA members. The exhibit
will serve to emphasize the inant conttibutions made by
embers to scientific literature.
SINGER SEWING machine rep-resentative in Murray. For,/ratles,
service, repair
contact' Henry
Trent, Via S.
Phone 100.
"-•
TFC
I

Is% by Pitiaabeth
. Reprinted b
Dochi, Mead ker
" nailed b 5dig
"mi""
the Pubrest •esofSsacheate,
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groups,
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NEW YORK (IR -The National
Cotancil of Churches issued a 127
point program. by which local
church Itoups can rid their congregations- and -Communities of
CLEAN
COTTON
RAGS. No racial segregation.
buttons or zippers. Call 55,
TF
e In a race relations Sunday
message designed to be read
DEALER - SALESMAN. Automofrom the nation's pulpits Feb. 10,
tive and industrial tools a n d
eqnipmerrt.-We -have- an ripening
for a man who wants a $10,000
inebine. Must have goOd Character and community standing. Smail
investment
required, but
will
finance the right person. Write
for interview request, Snap-on
Tools Corporation, 2647' Washington Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
IC

FOR RENT j
Biology Photo Men
FURNISHED Apartment, furnace
Meet In Boston
To
heat, private bath. 304 S. 4th St.,

A Call for Dociar Barto

31

12-Point
Program
Is Issued

the federation of 30 American churches secure facts, discuss and
churches deelared that Christians formulate concrete proposals for
"must not rest until segregation constrtictive
action
on
public
is banished from every area of school integration, support legisAmerican life."
lation designed to guarantee 'full
opportfinity for all, and protest
, "The task of conquering segrelegislation aimed at maintaining
gation is an inescapable must
racial discrimination.
confronting the Christian church)
es," said the message drafted by
Other suggestio
were to build
Dr. Martin Luther King, a leader up public op'
in favor of deof the Montgomery, Ala., bus segregating p
he transportation
boycott. "Much progress has been facilities, work with employers'
made toward the goal of a nomsegregated society but we are still
dragon tree of
far from The Promised Toner"
Spain's Canary Islands sometime!:
suggested
The
program 'of acreaches 50 feet in circumierence.
tion, drawn up by the council's
is believdepartment of racial and cul- One on Tenerife Isla
relations suggested
that ed to be 3,000 years -old.
tural

1
been through the "driftmouth," a sec- number of the victim's total of
shalt fond entrance used by the mine 151 dependents, had gathered
• *lei around six-burlap-covered tables
entrance which the explosion railroad. •
i
By the time the train surfaced that had- been set up to receive
wrecked and blocked in addition
I
to shattering windows of build- some 100 persons, including a the bodies.
_
.
•
ings above the ground.
BISHOP, Va., Feb. 2 GP The 140 other men in. the
I
State and federal mine inspec- mine had to scramble to safety
tors moved into this sorrowing
kA illa NIA/MIN
kJ/111k
.
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cause of an earth-jarring explo.
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sion that entombed, 37 men in . WHEREAS, tooth decay is the
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an underenind ;labyrinth.
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Hydramatic.
4-dr.
costly
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most
1952
the
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An official of the Pocahontas
._. .
(Continued, from Page Onel
of children and youth, and
A
•- 1952 FORD 2-dr. Radio and Heater.
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WHEREAS, adult dental health
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... 1951 PORD 2-dr. Sharp!
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life;
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1951
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said it had been determined the
•
near Hazel was the scene. of the i Group II of
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The Delta Department of the
explosion
,
kited he and EVROLT 4-dr. New tires'
The Collie's car,' a 1953 Cadil- that
a g.
shower given 'on !First Christian Church will meet
_
_
'' _•Miscellaneous
'
_______- ,_________
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' __________
meet
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will
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Wornsn's-Club
den-.
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preventionsturrar
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Friday :evening. Saria-34,000. mile4.11r
Coupe.
Club
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CHEVY
1951
-thirty
seven
....at
house
through
club
the
children
W. A. Ful- tal disease in
- "We know that
loss, however. Mr. Collie plans
to 11,iss carols-is ,Crass, Nortb Seventh Street, at at
:
o'clock.
--I.
1950 CHEVY 2-dr. Goad motor!
. tow the car back to lerton, special asistant to the early and continued mouth care
to try t7Janefte Curd. who becanie the.; two-thirty o'clock.
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powerful defense
most
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how
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bride of Walter Byars on
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health
dental
protecting the
for
we
it
caused
or
what
happened
day. January 27.
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1949 FORD with overdrive.
Wednesday, February 6
•
Mrs. Collie's foot will have don't know yet.Maybe well of the public' and
,
,. The American Auxiliary will
.
.
•
'
,
The Faxon Mother's Club will to remain in a cast for about never know."
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WHEREAS, the members of
the American Legion Hall
at
Meet
1961 FORD Pickup.
Jo
NancyMiss
Aden,
Mrs.
s
for
o'clock
-thirty
home
is
one
she
1
at
a
says
She
Dent
meet
six weeks.
,
RescutFerews located the bodies the . Calloway County
Taylor. and Miss Jean Ann Mott- at seven o'clock.
.
!.
their regular meeting. Mrs. Fay- alone all day and is unable to of the victims after searching Society are advocating more ex••••.
r
bray W ere the hostesses f..r the
NIVE WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING 'ANYWHERE
of
says
charge
She
in
very
well.
be
get around
) most of the day through smoke Lensive dental health education
Circle of ette Dunn will
,
occasion.
I The Jessie Ludwick
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appreciates
for
she
program.
care
dental
the
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chocked
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the
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in
gas
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And At The &Me Time
the Woman's Association of the
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ness of all their friends and t u n n e 1 a and Monday night in the interest for better health;
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Tile honoree wore for 't h e College Presbyterian Church will
.
get
neighbors. She can hardly
Friday, February 8
evening a green wool sheath meet • at the home of Mrs.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
brougpt the corpses on a "death
.
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The _officers of the Young to the telephone to answer
RESOLVED: That I, W a y I o n
'dress with a corsage of - wh ite Scherffius at two
train to the waiting relatives.
'
o'clock.
•
ppreciates
.
Women's Sunday School Class of but she especially . a
carnations, gift of - the ni5•esses.
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The crew used gas masks and Rayburn, County Judge of the
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cards she receives. She will oxygen tanks in their search Counts' of Calloway, do hereby
MISS Curd opened her many . love- . Murray Assembly, No. 19 Or- the First Baptist Church will the
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miles' of winding dark tunnels Health Week.
s-sthierty o'clock.
Street, at
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'
ons were pres- the Masonic, Hall at seven o'clock.
.
Eighty-ohe
IN WITNESS , THEREOF, I
Mrs. Collie said there was to the surface.
An in.stallatiott service will . be ent or sent gifts..
' one bright' sae' of the :'story. -"Some of the men were killed have hereunto set my hand to
A
9
' "
' February
Saturday.
held for those absent at the last The CaptaM Wendell 0 u r y Her sister, whom they were by the force of the explosion," be affixed, this 25th day of
.
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meeting.
were January, 1957. ,
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chapter of the DAR will meet in going to see, has been quite Fullerton said.. "Some
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• & Maple!
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of Mrs. W. P. Roberts ill but she is much improved buried under slate
home
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Group
Rayburn
•
Waylon
from ,some died of asphyx tation.'
Max .H. ChurT. First Christian Church will meet at . two-thirty o'clock. Mrs., Roy and, expects to be released .
County Judge
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Note the hospital in the near future. :Kite ill-fated. members of
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Funeral Home •
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. sW. and Mrs. Arlie Scott are '
,
the`sparents of a daughter born
on ThArsday. January 31, at the
Murray Hospital_ The b a b y
ig
9-Sit pounds-four ounces
wehed
and has been named CaTulyn
Elizabeth, This Scotts have. one
'
other daughter. Jayne. age four.
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FAST

-

HEALTHY

GpOWTH-

EARLY LAYING EFFICIENCY

‘Zi

TOP ALL-AROUND ECONOMY/

• ..-
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Most astonishing news of the year! Imagine a car that has grown
more than any other in size_ yet is still in the same popular price
class. It's the new Mercury Monterey, with all the size and
luxury and styling innovations that have made the new Mercurys
the most talked-about 1957 cars. Dream-Car Design -gives them
a distinctive look that they share with no other car_ a lean,sleek,
2/
dramatic look. The Monterey is every inch a Mercury__ all 171
value.
top
world's
the
it
car
mAkes
that
a
plus feet of it_at price
There's so much new about the new BIG At you must see it
yourself to see it_a1P5top in today!
.
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. Thtirtno-nd-Coal-& Feed
Kentucky
.
ASK FOR YOUR COMO GROWING

1

RULE! ITS FREE!
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DREAM-CAR DESIGN OFFERS
ALL THIS

-
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STRAIGHT OUT OF TOMORROW

-.

,
-..

TH E
BIG

New Slim-Line Roof Design
New Jet-Flo Bumpers
New V-Angle Tail-lights

.

New Thermo-Matic Carburetor
New Full-Vision Steering Wheel

M

f
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AND MORE_
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'rosy

MERCURYfor ot

with

DREAM-CAR DESIGN .

WILSON ,MERCURY SALES
Phone 730 4
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